Primer on Interpreting iMapLibraries Diversity Data
1)

Download the library diversity summary sheets for your state, which can be downloaded
by going to the URL http://www.imaplibraries.org/data.html, then clicking on the name
of your state, and then clicking on the word “Summary” immediately below your state’ s
name in the gray box area.

Figure 1.
Accessing the Summary Diversity File from the iMapLibraries Website

2)

Looking across the form, there are three main areas to the form. The left-most column
lists one of the counties within the state, the middle (and widest column) lists all the
libraries within the particular county which had a diversity index greater than zero, and
the narrow columns to the right (up to 21 in all) shows how the diversity index was
derived for each of the libraries. Be aware that libraries within you state that had a
diversity index of zero are NOT included in the summary and diversity sheets. So the
summary sheet is NOT a comprehensive list of all the libraries within your state.
Diversity for a particular library can be determined by reading across its row. If a library
served a high amount of diversity for a particular factor (e.g., age, education, rate), there
is a ‘1’ in the corresponding column for that library. The last column (Grand Total)
simply sums up the number of ‘1’s for the library in that particular row and that number
represents its “total diversity index.” In the example below, the Smyrna Public Library
serves a high amount of population diversity relative to public transportation, race, sex,
and number of vehicles, with a final diversity index value of 4.

Figure 2.
Summary Diversity File

3)

At the end of every county listing, there is a summation of the number of libraries within
the county that served a particular diversity factor (e.g., age) as well as a grand total for
the county across all of the state’s diversity factors. Most states will have 20 diversity
factors but a few states have fewer than 20.

4)

Once you know the particular diversity factors for your particular library, simply return to
the URL http://www.imaplibraries.org/data.html and below the “Summary” link for your
state are URL links to download the relevant diversity data for all the libraries in your
state. Refer back to Figure 1. Of course, you may just want to download the data for
only the factors of relevance to your particular library.

5)

The data format for all of the detailed diversity data tables is similar. All the block groups
within a two miles radius of each particular library that qualified as being of high
diversity for a particular factor are listed. The state and county Federal Information
Processing Standard (FIPS) code for the state and county are listed in addition to the
census tract and block group numbers. The absolute total number (e.g., total number of
individuals) as well as the relative percentage breakdown within each block group is also
listed. See Figure 3 below for a sample diversity index factor based on age.

Figure 3.
Sample Detailed Diversity Table for Age

6)

Detailed background information about the methodology used to identify and define
diversity in population can be downloaded from the iMapLibraries website at the URL
http://www.imaplibraries.org/data.html under the Background Information section.
There is a URL link to a glossary at the top of the iMapLibraries homepage that will
define some of the less obvious Census terms.

7)

The intent of the iMapLibraries project is to have the diversity data displayed on maps
that can be accessed over the Internet. The production of these maps will take a bit more
time but at least much of the relevant data is already calculated. A sample map showing
a very limited subset of the data in relation to public library outlets is available for
viewing on iMapLibraries map tab, accessed at http://imaplibraries.org/gis_map.html.
We should have more flexible maps with a wider range of data sets available by the
beginning of 2013.

